Abstract: This paper undertakes a re-examination of the origins, construction and application of the Land for Settlements legislation in the early Liberal era. The Liberal's commitment to closer settlement reveals part of the story of highly contested land policy in colonial New Zealand. Land for Settlements legislation of the 1890s, aimed at "bursting up" the great estates, was predominantly the product of settlers' ideological aspirations and two determined politicians: John Ballance and John McKenzie. When measured against the rhetoric used to promote it, however, the policy was not necessarily effective: it was complicated by practical realities and a narrow vision of New Zealand as a vigorous Arcadian paradise. When contrasted with the treatment of Māori land, yet more of the complexity of the land issue and the frailties of the actors facing it are revealed. The paper concludes by proposing that Liberal policy, while flawed in execution, may have nevertheless contributed something to the consolidation of the concept of New Zealand as an agrarian ideal, a concept that remains largely intact today.
I Introducing an Ideology
Liberal land policy has been an evocative and much examined topic for historians of decades past. The emergence of Waitangi Tribunal histories have since tended to homogenise Crown land policy such that very real shifts in Government initiatives risk becoming overlooked. Land policy was, in fact, highly contested in colonial New
Zealand. This paper addresses the actions of a government which is widely credited, deservedly or not, with introducing radical programmes of land reform, particularly the "bursting up" of the great estates. To that end, this paper re-examines the detail and effect of the Liberals' early closer settlement policy to rediscover something of the complexities of the story.
Firstly, the broad social and political themes of the era and the viewpoints of key political figures are outlined, followed by an examination of the legislation they enacted. Closer settlement was part of a myriad of legislation related to land that intended to distribute it more densely and equitably. Its particular links to land tax and tenure policies are noted, as is its germination in the thinking of reforming politicians such as John Ballance and John McKenzie, whose ideologies were heavily influenced by their experiences of land issues in Ireland and Scotland respectively. Implementation of the policy is then addressed. The much-celebrated example of Cheviot is discussed in detail, followed by a general overview in order to measure the success of the policy with reference to the rhetoric that accompanied its promulgation. Looking more broadly, the policy is then considered against the treatment of the greatest estate.
The Liberal approach to Māori land is contrasted with that relating to Pākehā land, revealing yet more of the complexity of the land issue and the frailties of the actors facing it.
The paper concludes by examining the proposition that Liberal policy, while flawed in execution, may have nevertheless contributed something to the consolidation of an idea of New Zealand: that it is a fair and free agrarian paradise.
II Foundations for Reform
A land wherein thou shalt eat bread without scarceness.
1

A The State of the Colony
The majority of the adult European population in 1890 were migrants. Their idea of New Zealand was one shaped by promotion of the colonies as a "'New World' utopia", where industriousness rather than inherited privilege would be rewarded. 2 It had long been recognised that settlers were "animated by the desire of having a piece of the world they may call their own". 3 Steeped in various shades of biblical education, settlers projected a "common desire for greater equality". 4 Politicians, also so steeped, frequently saw themselves as nation builders, as the words of John Ballance illustrate:
5
[W]e are engaged in building up -or rather laying the foundation -of a great nation, which certainly is now one of the brightest jewels in the British
Crown. A self-governing country, the people of which are earnestly devoted to freedom.
The divide between the Old and New Worlds is starkly apparent in the land debate. As David Hackett Fischer notes: 6 Land had a double importance in setter societies. It was arguably the most important instrument for the shaping of a social order. At the same time, it was perceived as the primary way to individual wealth. These two purposes were often at odds, increasingly so. 12 Brooking, above n 4, at 145-146. 13 John Ballance (10 July 1891) 72 NZPD 127; and see Hamer, above n 2, at 65-68. with the land in a way perceived as interrupted by the industrial revolution.
14 Given that [T]he best of all kinds of bonafide settlement is that which enables the State to retain control over the land, and which enable the people who want land to cultivate and not for speculative purposes to go onto the land and hold it.
For the purpose of settlement, there was, he said, "nothing in the world which will compare with the system of perpetual leasing". 38 The Land Act established new forms of settlement including smallholdings (for part-time labourers near cities), special settlements, land grazing and village homestead special settlements. 39 In promoting a wide range of settlement options, Ballance was interested in achieving equitable interdependence between town and country.
After returning to the opposition bench in 1887, he reprinted earlier articles on land reform in which he predicted the "'freehold sentiment' will die away in the presence of 162-168 and 197-291. hard logic and facts", 40 to the benefit of the "cultivator of the soil, rather than the speculator". 41 Ballance was well-read, citing the likes of JS Mill and Henry George in his articles and speeches. These two in particular provided the intellectual foundation he desired in support of his idea that the problems colonial New Zealand faced lay in the land. Combining the ideas of Mill and George, his was ostensibly a "complete theory of prosperity and stability".
42
Recovering the unearned increment was a method to discourage landlordism and absenteeism by depressing capital gains. He took care to emphasise that smallholdings would not be affected; rather his targets were large estates, particularly those of absentee or idle owners. His desire was to limit landholding to 2000 acres, which (betraying his northern perspective) might have worked for North Island beef or dairy farms, but not for southern sheep runs. 43 The justification of the tax was twofold: the moral right to take that which an owner has not earned, and fairness in expecting those who enjoy more privileges contribute accordingly.
44
His aim for land nationalisation was a separate goal, with slightly different justifications:
45
[T]he principal reason in favour of the nationalization of the land is that the land of any country soon becomes a monopoly, the possessors being few in comparison with the population. The monopolists without effort grow rich.
The landless, continually increasing their number, grow poor … . Let us suppose, now, that we have only national land. The phenomena presented in this case would be, on the one hand a body of cultivators paying rent, to the State; and on the other a greater body living by wages, mainly in towns, 40 John Ballance A national land policy based on the principle of state ownership: with the regulations of the village homestead system (Lyon and Blair Printers, Wellington, 1887) at 3. 41 Ballance, above n 40, at 4. 42 McIvor, above n 25, at 110. 43 At 114. 44 Ballance, above n 40, at 17-18. 45 At 8. deriving a beneficial interest from the rents, and remaining content in the knowledge that they participate in the prosperity of the agricultural tenant.
Wealth, he argued, stems from the land and also benefits urban dwellers. Only the equitable distribution of land via nationalisation would meet the demands of the settler population and guarantee a measure of equality, security and political stability. 46 He went so far as to claim the previous economic depression was a result of land monopoly and poor administration of underutilised Government land. 47 Moreover, land nationalisation promoted democratic principles: it benefitted the many rather than the few and encouraged more individualistic use of the land. Finally, the policy was given definitive manifestation in the Land for Settlements Acts, which granted significant executive powers to obtain and exploit land for closer settlement.
The Land and Income Assessment Act 1891
The Land and Income Assessment Act 1891 (LIAA) was Ballance's tool to implement his graduated version of a Georgian land tax. Ballance sought to tweak the market to incentivise smaller landholdings and thus increase equality of ownership. The 1881
Property Assessment Act that the LIAA replaced contained provisions to compel the government to buy and dispose of land subject to disputed tax valuations; but these were fiscal, not social in their purpose. 61 These provisions were continued in the LIAA for the "protection of the revenue".
62
Because the LIAA instigated a graduated land tax on unimproved land, owners were incentivised to place value on improvements and government valuers the opposite. This, combined with s 31 that allowed owners to initiate the buyback provisions, foreshadowed that large runholders might undercook their valuations to take advantage of a government 60 Isaiah 5:8; and see for context Brooking, above n 9, at 83. A landholder's ability to initiate buy back was not removed until the Act and its amendments were consolidated in 1900, which removed the buyback provisions entirely. 65 This suggests that even though it was in a sense used against them, the Government was not overly concerned about such exposure.
The Land Act 1892
The Liberals introduced a Land Bill in 1891, but were not successful in passing anything like it into law until the following year. The 1891 Bill proposed to repeal the 1890 Land Act and dealt comprehensively with numerous aspects of land in the colony. McKenzie's introduction embodied the idea that New Zealand had opportunities to be better than Britain. 66 The legislation was "a step in the right direction", "an advance as far as public opinion will allow us to go" and would:
67 … assist us in drawing out … the people from the great cities of the world, and out of the dark dens and the dark receptacles of those cities, and will send them to the valleys and straths of the uplands where their happy voices will sound with gladness and energy, and it will give each his full share of earth and sky.
63 WJ Gardner A Pastoral Kingdom Divided Cheviot, 1889 -1894 (Bridget Williams Books, Wellington, 1992 Respectively, these two factors greatly diminished the potential of the Act to serve as a tool to establish a Georgian land tax system and found leasehold as the emerging dominant land tenure. Already ideology was morphing at the hands of political reality.
The Land for Settlements Act 1892
The inaugural Land for Settlements Bill of 1891 sought to introduce a more direct mechanism than the LIAA for breaking up large estates. It incorporated both voluntary and compulsory takings of land deemed necessary for achieving closer settlement in areas where land was in short supply. On its second reading, McKenzie focused on the right of the State to take land, the necessity of such measures and the propriety of the measures proposed:
71
[I]f large estates stand in the way of the settlement and progress of the country, we can claim the right to resume such properties on such terms as will do no injustice to the people from whom we take them. 68 Brooking, above n 9, at 102. These legislative measures acted in concert, providing a complex scheme to effect closer settlement of rural land. Before the scheme coalesced, however, the Liberals were presented with a providential but risky opportunity to test-run their policy. The risk they took came to symbolise Liberal aspirations for their platform of reform. 80 Brooking, above n 9, at 106-108. 85 Brooking, above n 9, at 113.
IV An Ideology in Action That the hands shall henceforth have acres, and the acres shall henceforth have hands!
86
A The Great Estates
The LFSA promised land for the landless and envisaged many more settlers on many more plots of land: an agrarian paradise of self-sufficient smallholdings. While David
Hamer is sceptical of claims of Liberal idealism in general, with respect to land they were not merely cynical pragmatists, but idealists. 87 However, and with the possible exception of Ballance, they were not radicals. Examination of the legislation instead indicates a careful if complicated restructuring of the land and economic system in tandem, with lofty goals alongside practical solutions. Its application, too, deserves close scrutiny.
The LFSA was not yet in effect when the first and most notable expression of its policy began to unfold. Cheviot, regarded as the exemplar of closer settlement policy, was not a consequence of the LFSA, but rather something of an unexpected prize in a lottery accidentally orchestrated by the LIAA buyback provisions. Court. 115 Those who had worked on the land and risked loss of employment through land acquisition could also obtain preferential blocks, as was done amid controversy and legal action at Otekaike in 1908. 116 Generosity to owners expanded considerably in the years following the inaugural LFSA. What might appear to have been radical policy at the expense of owners of large estates had features that were instead decidedly equitable to them, a proposition supported by a great many owners so affected.
It is arguable that closer settlement policy actually benefitted the wealthy by giving them a guaranteed and reliable buyer in an uncertain economy. Despite being subject to more sustained use of the compulsory provisions, land-owning companies that had reluctantly acquired land from foreclosures saw the LFSA as an opportunity to rid themselves of such unwanted assets. 118 However, it is not clear the times were as strident as made out:
few acquisitions were the result of bankruptcy and much of the land obtained was unburdened by heavy mortgages. 119 In addition, there is ample evidence of large estate holders holding out for many years in order to receive higher Government offers, 120 and matching the Government in the amount of private subdivision. 121 In any event, the LFSA was not generally viewed by the holders of large estates as wholly objectionable.
The policy's main purpose, however, was not forgotten. Recognising the need to back settlers with capital, an 1896 amendment expanded on other legislation in allowing advances to settlers on generous terms. 122 The focus on ensuring settlement success is evident, too, in the requirement that applicants demonstrate means for meeting improvement conditions imposed in order to combat absenteeism. At the 1904 subdivision at Matamata, for instance, 85 per cent had means over £50, 123 indicating it was settled by "farmers of moderate means and not by struggling land-hungry rural workers". 124 As an exercise in fairness and equality, the 1908 subdivision of Otekaike is also lacking. Although technically landless, all applicants had access to capital ranging from £42 (somewhat of an outlier) to a considerable £3,200. In addition, some 23 per cent of the successful applicants were businessmen, rather than labourers or farmers. The intention of the settlement was to break a local instance of landed monopoly and provide land for the landless. This much was successfully achieved, but it has to be borne in mind that the "landless" settlers in question were people with access to some capital, who nevertheless, for the most part did not retain their properties for very long.
The desire to ensure each settler's success resulted in improvement conditions associated with their tenure. To ensure these were met, the LFSA required settlers to demonstrate a minimum access to capital, which effectively excluded a large number of labouring settlers. These conditions necessarily conflict with the rhetoric used to sell the policy to the electorate. The phrase "land for the landless" captured a purity not entirely borne out in practice.
Another feature that illustrates a disconnect between rhetoric and reality is the size of 
128
The great estates reduced in number and in size, and the average size of landholdings fell
overall. Yet the estates acquired by the Liberals under the LFSA were not predominantly "great". Eighty three per cent were under 10,000 acres, and almost half were under 1,000. 129 Barely 13 were above 20,000 acres. 130 While there were far fewer wealthy families, the policy "never attempted to tear down the top, or to destroy the old élite".
131
It is difficult, by any measure, to describe this as bursting up the great estates. Perhaps a better characterization would be a gradual and careful reallocation of the middling estates, but this itself requires the assumption that closer settlement caused rather than complemented broader social change. 127 Brooking, above n 9, at 245. Pākehā owners of the great estates were treated as they were to ensure they were not alienated from political systems of the wider community. Compulsion, for instance, was used sparingly. 160 The Māori population had diminished, a trend believed to be irreversible. 161 Consequently, they were in contrast progressively excluded. Liberal land policy regarding the greatest estate represents a paradox: many Māori were left in much the same position as those ninety people McKenzie had seen during the Highland
Clearances. The deep tragedy remains that in focusing on perceptions of the Old World and "imposing their own modest dreams upon another people the Liberals lost an opportunity for the development of a truly bicultural society", 162 and indeed, one that was genuinely uniformly fair. 159 Brooking, above n 10, at 98. 160 Hamer, above n 2, at 143. 161 Boast, above n 10, at 185.
V An Ideology in Conclusion
When pride cometh, then cometh shame: but with the lowly is wisdom.
163
With the aim of making good on Arcadian visions of New Zealand, the Liberals responded to the land question with more than mere rhetoric. Ballance and McKenzie, both in their own ways absorbed by Old World land problems, inaugurated complex legislation in order to both softly encourage and bluntly force the breaking up of large estates for the benefit of a greater number of settlers.
These policies looked radical, but were in fact used rather sensitively. They were tempered by the practicalities of farming and a desire to be fair to both sides of the equation. The estates themselves were selected with care and thus varied significantly in size, with the majority falling far below what one might call great. Compulsion, the most radical feature, was infrequently invoked.
More equal wealth distribution was generally achieved. Great estates were reduced in number and in size; more people were on more plots of land. Yet whether the Liberal closer settlement policy is solely responsible for this remains questionable. Private subdivision accounts for at least as much as that settled under the LSFA. Moreover, the quantity of LFSA land is dwarfed by that taken and distributed under Māori land legislation.
Liberal attitudes to Māori land is a lingering point of discordance. A combination of strict rules and compulsion was tempered with generosity and fairness when it came to Pākehā landowners and settlers, but not when it came to Māori. Addressing urban concerns directly, rather than as a trickle down benefactor of rural closer settlement, was also neglected. McKenzie may have "died confident that he had made it impossible for white settlers to experience any repeat of the Highland Clearances", 164 but in the case of Māori land and urban issues, it appears he was fighting an Old World battle at the expense of significant particularities in the New World context.
Liberal politicians each had their failings. Yet, with varying degrees of conviction, together they embarked on some of the most cherished legislative reform in New Zealand history: Women's suffrage, the Queen's chain, union and arbitration legislation, old age pensions and penny postage to name a few. In their concern for reducing inequality of land ownership, they did not seek to remove the gentry altogether or from public life.
Yet, as Brooking and Fairburn have noted, politics remained dominated by farmers and working men for the next generation. 165 Thus, despite finally losing their grip on power in 1912, the Liberals might lay claim to influencing the character of parliamentary representatives, and thus the character of the debate, for many years beyond.
In the context of land, the colonial reality may not have met the Arcadian promise, but the Liberals developed a rhetoric that has retained significance in New Zealand politics and society ever since. The Liberals' triumphing of the concept of the family farm contributed to its continued strength, albeit perhaps now existing primarily in the New Zealand mentality than reality. Likewise, while putting aside the particular arguments of freehold versus leasehold, the rhetoric of fairness, independence and stability would not appear out of place in the mouths of politicians today. Land, and access to it, remains a highly contested issue.
What David Hackett Fischer calls New Zealand's "tradition of fairness … was not a simple story of continuity but a complex process of invention and rejection, achievement and failure … transformation and revival". 166 Deep-seated pride in the settler dream carried with it inherent risks of overlooking essential particularities of context, leading to disparate outcomes. Yet closer settlement and its failings are part of a tradition that suggests, in the words of Brooking, that New Zealand "was a rather unusual place". 167 165 Brooking, above n 9, at 256; and Miles Fairburn "The Farmers Take Over, 1912 -1930 The Oxford Illustrated History of New Zealand (Oxford University Press, Auckland, 1990) 185. 166 Fischer, above n 5, at 169. 167 Brooking, above n 4, at 151 n 53.
As New Zealand continues to negotiate the effects of the policy and its ideologies, so too it remains.
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